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The Brickset database contains 17,327 objects. Brickset members have written 36,589 set of comments. 10,660 members have signed up in the last 24 hours, 22,480 in the last 7 days, 36,105 last month. 725 people joined this week. There are now 216,073 members. We have 27,366,710 sets worth at
least US$821,778,206 and contain 8,074,114,561 pieces. If you have LEGO news, new pictures or something else to tell us, send us a message. If you have a lot to tell us, use this contact form. FAQs | About Brickset | Privacy &amp; Cookies | Affiliate Marketing Disclosure | Site map | Contact LEGO,
the LEGO logo, minifigures, and bricks and button configurations are trademarks of the Lego group of companies. ©2020 LEGO Group. Brickset, the Brickset logo and all content not covered by the COPYRIGHT OF THE LEGO Group are, unless otherwise stated, ©1997-2020 Brickset Ltd.   and: Sets,
The Clone Wars, Galactic Republic, and 3 more Comments Share Anakin SkywalkerAhsoka TanoRottaRexClone TrooperBattle Droid The 7675 AT-TE is a Lego® Star Wars set in the Clone Wars-line. This set includes minifigures Anakin Skywalker, Ahsoka Tano, Rotta the Huttlet, Rex, clone trooper and
battle droid and contains 798 pieces. The AT-T.O.D. has launch missiles, gliding out of the pilot seat, opening through the cockpit and crew. The battle droid controls the lebiical STAP (Single Air Platform). Includes movable tone. Description of the shop Stomp all separatists! When the droids attack, it's
time to call the mighty AT-TE! This powerful 6-foot walker has details straight out of the clone wars, including positioning legs, movable tons, firing missiles and armored scoils and a cockpit that opens to reveal the cabin and bay troops inside. Even with his flying STAP vehicle, the battle droid has no
chance against Anakin Skywalker™ the Clone Army of the Republic! Includes Anakin Skywalker, Ahsoka™, Captain Rex™, Clone Trooper™ and Battle Droid™ minifigures, plus Rotta™ Hutt! At-TE Walker has 2 rockets that really shoot! The cannon at the top is spinning in all directions! Open openings
for unsocventing indoor cabins and a 4-seater inner bay and accessories! Open the front to access the cockpit and pull out the pilot seat! Measures 151/2 (39cm) long and 8 (20cm) tall ! –Lego Shop [src] See also 4482 AT-TE 4495 MINI AT-TE Sets The Clone Wars Galactic Republic 2008 Set Vehicle
Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Picture not available forColour: Reference Price Guide Inventories Appear In Relationships Jump inside the LEGO Star Wars AT-TE Walker and help republic defeat the dark Federation and battle droid army. LEGO Star Wars
droids cannot counter the rotation of the cannon and the two spring rockets mounted on top of this armor. Keep the dark federation under inspection with six installed domes. Provoke the Federation from your at-te armor and lead the Republic to victory in the Silk Road War of the Clones. This LEGO Star
Wars Clone war AT-TE kit is built for hours of imaginative entertainment and creative games. You're going to build this brick-by-brick combat vehicle for a powerful Star Wars military machine. Star Wars AT-TE Walker was one type of vehicle used by the Grand Army of the Republic during the Clone War.
In battle, the walker usually carried a crew of 10 clone troops. At 16 inches long and 8 inches tall, your LEGO Star Wars AT-TE is fully equipped to fight ahead. It's also big enough to attack in its entirety. The spacious interior contains two pilot seats, four rear seats and a cannon seat behind the cannon.
The company carrier inside this walker may also carry your additional clonal mini-pieces of the company. Six turrets surrounded by the POSITION AT-TE. Two shooters with springs are installed on the front of the walker. It also has the opening of the front and back flaps, a roof flap and a windshield to
access the pilot chamber. LEGO Star Wars AT-TE has six fully functional legs, two of which move independently. AT-TE consists of gray and dark red bricks and pieces. At the top of the vehicle it has a technological lever made of a technological snode and a cross pin. The LEGO technology lever allows
the user to wear it manually. The technological lever is also designed to be picked up by boat from another Star Wars LEGO set. In the box is a 798-brick construction kit with two booklets of instructions showing the installation of bricks. The instructions are well illustrated, making the model easy to
construct while recognising each brick-and-brick layout. Inside the box are all the bricks needed to build the AT-TE and STAP, or Single Troop Aerial Platform. STAP consists of blue and gray bricks. It's designed to hold a mini droid. STAP has a clear stand to position it in a way that seems to be flying.
The kit features six mini figures: Anakin Skywalker, Ahsoka Tano, Rotta, Captain Rex, clone trooper and battle droid mini figurine. Of the mini numbers included in this set, Rotta and Captain Rex are the rarest. The Skywalker mini-figure has a blue light cat, Ahsoka has a yellow light cat, and a clone
soldier has a blaster gun. This set was released by Lego on July 26, 2008. Highlighted for ages 9-14, this Clone Wars LEGO kit is suitable for Star Wars and LEGO lovers of all ages, including adults. As an additional bonus, the kit can be used to build the T-22 Armoured Airspeeder.0673419102681,
5702014517455, 50555318507838Beautious Battle Droid, CloneSkioper, Anakin Skywalker, Rotta, Captain Rex, Ahsoka TanoActive Battle Droid, Clonal Trooper, Anakin Skywalker, Rotta, Captain Rex, Ahsoka Tano Building GuideCustomer ServiceBuilding InstructionsBricks &amp; PiecesHelp
TopicsDevice Guide Building InstructionsBricks &amp; PiecesHelp TopicsDevice GuideCustomer ServiceBuilding InstructionsBricks &amp; PiecesHelp TopicsDevice Guide Guide
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